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AhSTKACT 

The inhTi-si in using larue lase rs to u r h n \ . ' a 
_;» :ii rating iusimi plasma has provided ;i strong inipt 
>l" optieal pul.-.'- eoinpre^sion al high energy. 

••ry short and intense pulse for 
-, to rc*i-xamini' the possibilities 

l*ulse t oinpression allow.- iuir to generate pulse.-, of long duration (minimizing 
damage problems) and ..ubsequcritlv i ompre~s opiieal pulses to achieve the short pulse 
iluraiit n required fur spet ifie app l i ca t ion . Tlit ideal 'li-ui-c for carrying out this 
priigraiu has noi been developed. 

Of i he K\ o approaches i onsidercij in this report, ih< i i i res-Tournois approach is 
limited by the faet that the bandwidth and compression a n intimately related, so that 
the group delav dispersiun limes the square of ilie bandwi. :> j.s about unity for all 
simple (Jire^-Tournois in terferometers . The Tn-aev o I-.J 4 pair does not suffer 
from this limitation, but is inefficient b* t au.t- diffraction 1 .icrally occurs in several 
01 ders and is limited by the problem of optical damag* to the grating surfaces them
selves. 

.Nonlinear and paramelr ie processes have be< 11 explored. Some pulse compres 
sion has oeeu achieved by these techniques; however, they a re generally difficult to 
eontrol and a»-c no I very efficient. 

INTRODUCTION 

The subject of this paper is the s torage, 
compression, and switching of energy in 
the form ol' electromagnetic waves of op
tical frequency, that is to say, light waves. 
Wo particularly emphasize the concept of 
optical pulse compression. 1*2 

In any pulse compression scheme the 
bandwidth of the system limits the degree 
of compression. The compression of 
pulses of energy that t ravels in the form 
of waves is therefore limited by the f re
quency of the c a r r i e r . The advent of 
l a s e r s , sources of coherent light, induces 
us to examine the possibility of perform
ing pulse compression using light waves 
as c a r r i e r s . The objective is, of course, 
to compress optical energy in t ime. 

There a rc four principal reasons for 
compressing optical pulses and, as shown 
below, they are pr imar i ly associated 
with very high-power l a s e r s : 

• The principal failure mode of high-
power l a se r s is the destruction of 
the l a se r elements by the in terac
tion of the intense electr ic field of 

the light wave with the nominally 
transparent medium.^ A way of 
reducing this self-damage phenom
enon is to s t re tch out the optical 
pulse and thereby lower the peak 
field at a given energy density. For 
efficiency, one would like to extract 
as much of the stored energy from 
the laser as possible. This r equ i res 
that the laser be saturated; that is 
to iay, that the energy density ex
tracted from the l a se r be g rea te r 
than the saturation energy density 
character is t ic of the l a s e r medium. 
However, in achieving this high 
energy density in a short pulse, we 
must be careful not to exceed the 
damage threshold of the l a se r m e 
dium. 

In many applications, for example 
l a se r fusion, a short pulse duration 
is required and we quickly find that 
we are unable to achieve efficient 
energy extraction consistent with 
the required pulse duration. Again, 
a solution to this impasse is to gen
era te a long pulse in which the en
ergy can be efficiently and safely 
extracted from the l ase r amplif iers , 



and subsequently compress the 
pulse. 

• The original motivation tor optica] 
pulse compression, and the only 
application to which this concept 
has been applied, is to correct for 
the sel l -phase modulation induced 
in large laser amplifiers by the 
passage of the intense lighi and 
thereby to achieve bandwidth-
limited pulses of extremely short 
duration. 

• Finally, some applications require 
selecting a small fraction of a pulse 
ami compressing it in time to have 
a synchronous probe for diagnostic 
purposes. This is particularly true 
in experiments like l a se r fusion. 

PLLSK COMPRESSION SCHEMES 

There are certain common features of 
all pulse compression schemes. First 
of all, the pulse to be compressed must 
be codeti; i. e., e'ich temporal element of 
the pulse must he tagged or identified in 
some way. Four possible ways tc code a 
pulse are as follows: associating each 
element of time with its separate frequency; 
splitting the pulse into a number of e le
ments, each of which propagates at a 
different angle or in a different direction; 
assoc Sating each element of the pulse with 
a different polarization, s tate; and coding 
the pulse by usii.g its intensity variation 
il the application allows intensity-dependent 
effects for pulse compression. 

Once the coding is impressed on the 
pulse, a selective or dispersive group 
delay clement is introduced into the sys-
. m» This is an element through which 
the time for the passage of the pulse de
pends on the coding. Finally, to achieve 
ideal compression of the pulse, v.e a r 
range the codirg and the dispersive c le
ment so that all pieces of the pulse 
emerge from the disnersivc element at 
the same time. 

amplifier. The dispersive- element that 
is introduced into this system is i l lus
trated as .: s ta rker in Fig. 1. When the 
pulse elements emerge from the ampli
fier, ii system of beam spl i t ters in used 
to recombinr the separate pieces of the 
original pulse along a single propagation 
path. The delay t imes in the stacker are-
arranged to eause the various elements 
of the pulse emerging from the amplifier 
at different l imes, to emerge from the 
s lacker simultaneously. 

The 'iisadvantage of a discrule coding 
system is that the compression rat io is 
greatly limited. The shortest pulse that 
can be aehieved is no shorter than the 
duration :>i tK-• individual elements. Also 
bean; spli t ters are very vulnerable to 
optical damage at high energy. 

NOM.INEAK 1'LLSE CO.MPKKSSION 
•SCHEME 

AJI example of a nonlinear pulse com
pression scheme is s*'*-'M in Fig. 2, Here 
a short puisc, identified as the signal, is 
injected on one side into one end of a 
pa ramet r ic amplifier and into the other 
end is injected a long pulse identified as 
the pump pulse. The parametr ic medium 
is chosen in such a way that the tv. o pulses 
interact and the energy from the pump 
pulse is converted to the optical frequency 
of the .-ignal pulse. The pulse which 
emerges is a highly amplified short pulse 
having the duration of the original in
jected signal, hut carrying I V energy of 
the long pump pulse. An example of such 
a device is the backuard rraw-ling Kaman 
amplifier in which the parametr ic pro'--ss 
is stimulated it am an scattering. 

The disadvantages of such a system 
a re the intrinsic difficulty of controlling 
nonlinear processes and the requirement 
for a complicated sy»trm of beam spl i t te rs 
and dichroic elements for bringing the 

DISCRETE CODING SYSTEM 

In Fig. I we see one example of a 
pulse compressor . Here we have i l lus
trated an angular or direction-sensit ive 
coding scheme. The initial pulse is 
divided into a number of discrete e le
ments and, by means of beam spl i t ters , 
each of these elements is propagated 
along a slightly different path through the 

~ 1 -

Am|rf.l. 

Fig. 1. Angular s tacker . 



Pump pulse PafimeliK Signal 

Example. BacktHtd fidniHing Raman amplifier 

f'ig. 2, I 'aramelr ic converter*. 

pump and signal pulses into the medium 
from opposite ends and separating them 
after they have emerged from the para
metr ic medium. 

CCJNTl.WrOUS FREQUENCY CODING 

The most commonly used technique of 
optical pulse compression is based on 
ccntinuuus frequency coding of the optical 
pulse. There is a slightly different value 
of the c a r r i e r frequency associated with 
each time element of the pulse. The 
optical frequency varies monotonically 
as a function of time through the pulse. 
'1 hi.*-• is known a s chirping. 

The chirp can be achieved by one of 
two methods, it can be self-generated by 
the nonlinear interaction of the pulse with 
the optical medium itself or it can be ex
ternally generated by means of an j lectro-
oplic s h u t t e r . 5 ' 6 The requirements on a 
dispers ive delay line for optical pulse 
compression a re precisely the same as 
the requirements for a high-resolution 
optical spectrometer . Two types of 
devices a re commonly used. One is a 
totally reflecting Fabry-Pero t resonator, 
l'r.it proposed by Gires and Tournois. 
The other is a pair of diffraction grating.s, 
first proposed by Treacy." We shall d is
cuss the special features of each of these 
devices. 

We assume that the compressor is a 
iuss- f ree device and therefore associated 
only with a frequency-dependent phase 
shift. If we inject an optical e lectr ic 
field E Q at frequency u then the field 
emerging from the device at frequency 
w, is identified as Ej(u>). We write the 
output wave in the form 

Ej <u) -- KQ <«•> exp (i * <-•)) , (1) 

where * <u> is the phase shift in the de
vice. As long as the chirp bandwidth is 
much less than the optical frequency, 
writing *i - >J0 * vt we find 

* (u) = * (u ) + Q, v + Q 2 i / 2 /2 + . . . , 
(2) 

where the group delay Qi = (d$/du) at 
ui = Uf-j, and the group delay dispersion 
Q 2 = (d^ $/d u 2 ) at w - ~o* 

If we neglect the effects of bandwidth, 
we can think of the optical pulse entering 
the compressor as made up of a s e r i e s 
of packets of energy, each impressed on 
a c a r r i e r wave of a slightly different 
frequency. Each of these packets moves 
through the compressor at a slightly 
different speed, experiencing a slightly 
different delay. In this approximation, 
the output intensity is given by 

1 l ( t l , = / d t o I o ( l o , 6 < , - t o + Q l + « 2 " ) -
(3) 

Here wo assume that each group t ravels 
independently in t ime. 

For a l inear chirp, the frequency off
set v - 010 and 

/ 0 < t , - Q , > . 

If we examine the b function carefully we 
see that the hest compression can be 
achieved in those c i rcumstances in which 
the denominator of the second term, 
1 H i Q 2 , vanishes. Under these c i r 
cumstances, the ent i re pulse will emerge 
at the time t j = Q^, the average group 
delay through the compressor . The 
optimal compression cr i te r ia is thus 
given by the relation &Q> - 1-

Iti the more exact Four ie r analysis of 
the problem, we express the chirped 
input pulse as 

V O ^ - W ^ P M ^ 2 ) - <5> 
The output pulse takes the form 

E l<"=^««p6*fa 0 | fd t 0 A 0 f t o ) 

x <xp (i j3 t o /2)Jd i / exp (i Q 2 i - 2 /2) 

Xexp(iK (t - t Q + Q , > ) . (6) 
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where the frequency integral is taken over 
the range of frequencies for which Q2 is 
sensibly constant. A careful analysis of 
the pulse compression by this approach 
leads to the not surprising conclusion 
that the final pulse duration that can be 
achieved in any pulse compression de
vice is limited to the inverse of the band
width, where the bandwidth is determined 
either by the range over which the fre
quency is chirped or the range over which 
the group delay dispersion can be treated 
as constant. 

From these simple considerations we 
ean obtain a figure of merit for any com-
pre.ssion scheme. We identify T n as the 
initial duration of the input pulse and Tj 
as the final duration of the compressed 
pulse. As we have just seen, the final 
duration Tj is given by the reciprocal 
of the compressor bandwidth that, for a 
linear chirped pulse, is simply the re
ciprocal of the product of the chirp coef
ficient 0 and the initial pulse duration TQ. 

To obtain optimal compression, the 
gro-i^ delay dispersion must be equal to 
-l/»3, which from the previous analysis 
is simply " T o T i - This expression is 
incomplete, since if Q2 = 0, no com
pression results, and T 0 = Tj. We 
therefore write the optimal compression 
condition in the form Q 2 ~-<T 0 - T J ) T 1 B 

Multiplying this expression by the square 
of the bandwidth, we arrive at a dimension-
less compression ratio given by 
c < T o T l ' " *» for optimal design. Fur 
high compression, T 0 ' • Tj and C is just 
the compression ratio. Let us now 
discuss the dimensionless compression 
ratio (" for the Gi res-Tourii<>is and t?rating 
pair compressions. 

Gires-Tournois Approach, The Gires-
Tournois interferometer has been ex
tensively discussed in the literature.2*'' 
It consists of a fully reflecting, Fabry-
Perot interferometer. The group delay 
dispersion in this device is given by 

0/1 2. sin u t„ 

(7) 

The back surface is assumed to be 100% 
reflecting. As we raise the reflectivity 
of the front surface of the device the max
imum value of <j.> increases. However, 
it turns out that The bandwidth decreases 

as ive raise the finesse of the interferom
eter in such a way that the dimensionless 
compression ratio (.' is always approxi
mately equal to unity, independent of 
variation of the design parameters. Thus 
to achieve significant compression using 
the Gires-Tournois approach, a large 
number of interferometers are required. 
This loads to significant problems in the 
alignment of the device. 

In I-ig. 3 we see the functional form of 
the frequency dependence of the dispersive 
£!roup delay, Q-j. Here, 'or each vaLue of 
the amplitude reflectivity r, Q^ is nor
malized to its maximum value. As the 
reflectivity is increased, the maximum 
value increases, but as we can see from 
Fig. o, the response curve becomes 
narrower in frequency. Numerical eval
uation of these cases shows that the 
product of Q> timet, the square of the 
bandwidth is lipproximctely 1, independent 
of the value of reflectivity. Here the 
bandwidth is defined as the frequency 
range over which the dispersive group 
delay Qv differs from its maximum value 
by no more than a factor of 2, 

Treacy Approach. Treacy has proposed 
a pulse compression scheir.e based on a 
pair of diffraction gratings." Light is 
incident on the first diffraction grating 
blazed for efficient diffraction in a given 
order. The second grating is adjusted to 
recollimate the light, so that all frequen
cies emerge on parallel paths. A dia
gram of the grating pair is shown in 
Fig. 4. The group delay dispersion is 
given by 

lit r ., 

% =——- L<u.<tocos7r 
-1-3/2 

+ 2»i t s i n 7 - l j , Oi) 

Fig. 'i. Gi^es-Tournois response. 



when? the paramete rs a r e defined in 

Unlike the Gires-Tournois device, the 
grating pair is not limited in bandwidth. 
The group delay dispersion, Q2, can be 
increased independently of the bandwidth 
!;y the simple expedient of increasing the 
separation between the grat ings. The 
grating pair is a strongly dispersive de
vice, however. Figure 5 is a graph of 
C ^ / ' ^ o vs u t 0 , plotted on a logarithmic 
.scale to show how strongly the group 
delay dispersion Q2 var ies as a function 
of fruquency. The dimensionless quantity, 
Q a / , J t u » i s effectively the group delay 
dispersion normalized in units involving 
the grating separation and grating spac
ing, and a t 0 is the product of the c a r r i e r 
frequency t imes the character is t ic t ime. 
The different values of the angle of in
cidence a r e represented by the different 
curves in Fig. 5. Despite the strong 
frequency dependence of the group delay 
dispersion in this device, the bandwidth 
limitation is not severe . Instead com
pression is limited by the range over 
which the pulse can be chirped and ult i
mately by the problem of overlapping 
o rde r s of diffraction in the gratings 
themselves . 

The gra t i rg pair has been used for the 
compression of ul trashort optical pulses. 
Pulses with initial durations of a few 
picoseconds have been compressed to 
durations as short as 10~*^sec to what 

e V — H ^ **>}*• 2 ^t0uny-i)-ir-

b - Grating Mpwation 
y • Angtt of incKMnc* 
d = G.'attng (pacing 
m = Dt fraction or<kr 

Fig- 4 . Grating pair . Bandwidth l im
itation is not severe . The 
quantity Q? can be increased 
independently of bandwidth by 
increasing B. 

seemed to be bandwidth-limited pulses . 
Pulse compressions in the approximate 
range of -j to 10 have been achieved. 
These were, however, pulses of low in
tensity and the measurements were c a r 
ried out in a qualitative fashion. 

S t MM AH Y 

The compression of optical pulses is 
particularly suited to applications a s s o 
ciated with high-power l a s e r s . In this 
cursory survey of optical pulse com
pression, we examined the methods of 
pulse compression and the features com
mon to alt schemes . Of the schemes 
available, we emphasized the G i r e s -
Tournois and the Treacy approaches, 
pointing out the advantages and d i s 
advantages of each. 
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